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ABSTRACT

1

Modern software systems are developed using multiple models to
represent different properties of the system. Since these models contain dependent information, keeping them consistent is crucial for
producing correctly operating software. This process can be automated with model transformations, and has been researched mainly
for binary transformations that define consistency preservation for
pairs of metamodels. If more than two metamodels are involved,
the combination of several binary transformations leads to problems such as interoperability issues and occurring trade-off decisions.
Therefore, we investigate these problems in multi-model consistency
preservation in our thesis. We first analyze the interoperability of binary transformations that have been independently developed and
derive patterns for non-intrusive transformation interoperability. Furthermore, we introduce an approach for decomposing consistency
relations and concept metamodels that make relations explicit. This
is supposed to reduce the necessity for trade-off decisions regarding
challenges such as compatibility of dependent transformations and
modularity of used metamodels and transformations, as well as
comprehensibility and evolvability. The proposed benefit of our approach is that independently developed binary transformations can
be combined, omitting interoperability issues without the necessity
to know about each other, to achieve multi-model consistency. We
will evaluate our approach with case studies from component-based
and object-oriented software, as well as with industrial case studies
for embedded automotive software and production systems.

Model-driven software development proposes the usage of models
as primary artifacts of the development process [38]. Those models
describe different system properties for the interests of specific
stakeholders, known as multi-view modelling, or at different abstraction levels, representing refinements. In both cases, the models
describe the same system and are thus not disjoint but contain
redundant or dependent information. Developers must be aware of
those dependencies to ensure that models are modified consistently.
In large software systems, a single developer cannot know about
all dependencies [35], in the following referred to as consistency
relations, which inevitably leads to inconsistencies. Therefore, automated mechanisms that preserve consistency according to those
consistency relations are necessary. For that purpose, incremental,
bidirectional model transformations are commonly used. However,
most research considers binary transformations, restricted to pairs
of models, and does not explicitly consider consistency between
more than two models [39], which we refer to as multi-model consistency. Model transformations can either be specified imperatively or declaratively. They differ in who operalizationalizes the
preservation of constraints that have to hold, in the first case the
transformation developer and in the second case an automated
mechanism of the transformation language. This is why we do not
explicitly distinguish these approaches, as all problems apply to
both approaches and only different roles have to deal with them.
Although it is possible to combine binary transformations by
transitively executing them, it is yet unclear what problems may
arise from that, especially if each transformation is developed independently and treated as a black box. We will exemplify this
on the simple example in Figure 1, in which consistency relations
define a mapping of a component in an architecture description
language (ADL) to a class in object-oriented design, which is again
represented by an implemented class in Java code. The name of the
class is defined to be the component name with an “Impl” suffix
(cf. [21]). When all these relations are expressed in transformations,
it is, for example, possible that both transformations from ADL to
Java, once over UML (R 1 and R 2 ) and once directly (R 3 ), create a
Java class after creating an ADL component. We refer to that as an
interoperability problem. The transformation specification would
have to avoid an overwrite and therefore have to consider dependencies between transformations, using, for example, a shared trace
model. In general, an interoperability problem is an unexpected
behavior of transformations, which only occurs if they are executed
transitively, but not if each is executed on its own.
Additionally, it is easy to see that combining binary transformations leads to trade-off decisions. The ternary relation can either
be expressed by three binary transformations between all pairs
of metamodels or by two binary transformations with the third
being the combination of the two others. The first option leads to
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consistency relations R 1 and R 2 as:

ADL
«component»

R 1 ⊕ R 2 B {(x, y) | ∃t : x R 1 t R 2 y}.

PaymentSystem

UML

R3

R1

PaymentSystemImpl

R2

Java

class PaymentSystemImpl {
// . . .

}

This is the subset of the transitive closure of two relations that
contains only the relations transitively defined over R 1 and R 2 . It can
be also expressed as the natural join of R 1 and R 2 with an additional
projection that removes the common elements of both relations. The
operator is commutative since the relations are assumed symmetric.

Figure 1: Example models with binary consistency relations
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redundancies in the specifications, as each pair of transformations
has to have an equal semantics than the third. For example, the
ADL to Java transformation for R 3 must be equal to the combination of the transformations ADL to UML (R 1 ) and UML to Java (R 2 ).
Consequently, those transformations may be incompatible if not
correctly defined, e.g., by leaving out the suffix addition in the transformation for R 3 . An alternative is to omit the transformation for
R 3 by transitively executing the two others. However, in this case,
modularity is reduced, because it is not possible to use only Java
and the ADL to develop a specific system and omit the UML. We
refer to this as specification trade-offs.
Instead of developing approaches to express multiary consistency
relations, there are reasons to adhere to binary transformations,
and to research their combinability. As stated by Stevens [39], it
is hard enough to think about binary relations. Additionally, each
domain expert, who specifies transformations, will usually only
have knowledge about the relations between two or at most a rather
limited set of metamodels. We therefore plan to make the following
contributions to research on multi-model consistency preservation:
Transformation interoperability. When several binary transformations are developed independently, they must be combinable in a black box manner, introduced as the interoperability
problem. We will therefore identify problems that can arise from
that combination and develop a catalog of patters that can be
followed by the transformation developer or language to achieve
non-intrusive interoperability of binary transformations.
Decomposition of consistency relations. The usage of binary
transformations for multi-model consistency preservation leads
to specification trade-offs regarding essential challenges. We will
provide a classification of those challenges and investigate the
influence of the way in which transformations are specified on
them. We will especially investigate how consistency relations
can be decomposed into independent subsets, as this allows a
partial optimization regarding those challenges.
Make common concepts explicit. Metamodels often represent
the same concepts in different ways. As another contribution to
reduce specification trade-offs, we propose an approach to make
these common concepts explicit to improve comprehensibility
of transformations and to improve their modular reuse.
Throughout this paper, we use a simplified notation for metamodels and heir consistency relations to ease their illustration. We
consider metamodels to be sets of elements and consistency relations to be sets of symmetric, binary relations between those
elements. To ease the representation of combinations of consistency relations, we define the concatenation operation for two

Model consistency preservation, also referred to as model repair, is an
active field of current research. Nevertheless, most approaches are
restricted to consistency between pairs of models [39]. The kinds of
dependencies between multiple models and types of inconsistencies
were discussed by Kolovos et al. [16]. A summary and classification
of model consistency approaches, also regarding their multi-model
support, was presented by Macedo et al. [28].
As stated by Stevens [39], it is reasonable to target multi-model
consistency by combining binary transformations. Especially incremental model transformation languages can be applied by executing
the transformations transitively. They were surveyed by Kusel et al.
[20], including the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [14, 46],
VIATRA [4] and Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [3, 2]. For TGGs,
initial concepts for supporting multiple models were proposed [41,
40]. Another transformation-based tool is Echo [27]. It is based on
Alloy [25], which uses QVT-R [32] and model finding to repair
inconsistencies. For QVT-R, challenges and steps towards supporting transformations between multiple model were discussed [26].
Kramer proposed an approach combining a language for declarative mappings between metamodels with a fallback language for
imperative consistency repair [19, 15], developed in the context of
the Vitruvius framework [18]. Except for the explicitly mentioned
works, those approaches do not explicitly deal with challenges
introduced by combining binary transformations. Another topic regarding transformations is uncertainty. Not all decision can be made
automatically, e.g., whether a created Java class shall represent an
ADL component or not. To handle this, different solutions can be
calculated [9] or the developer can be asked for his intent [22].
Approaches regarding the combination of binary transformations are rather focused on composing transformations between the
same two metamodels [42, 44, 43]. Additionally, those approaches
do usually not consider transformations as black boxes, but provide intrusive composition operators that require adaptions of the
composed transformations [37]. Some approaches also deal with
processes for composition and simply assume interoperability [34].
An approach specific for consistency between different ADLs is
DUALLy [29, 7]. It requires the specification of relations between
concrete ADLs to a central, predefined ADL metamodel. DUALLy
is based on a generic model consistency approach, which uses
answer set programming (ASP) [6, 8] based on logical programming
techniques. Such an approach of adding additional metamodels to
represent consistency relations is also shortly discussed in [39].
There has also been some research on design patterns for transformations [12, 23]. They have been surveyed by Lano et al. [24],
but mainly unify how specific kinds of consistency relations can
be expressed in transformation languages and not on achieving
non-intrusive transformation interoperability.
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MULTI-MODEL CONSISTENCY

In this section, we discuss problems and proposed solutions regarding the combinability of binary transformations, starting with
interoperability of independently developed transformations. Afterwards, we identify higher-level challenges arising from the combination of transformations, such as compatibility and modular
reuse, and discuss their interdependencies and solvability. Finally,
we present our proposed solutions to solve those challenges.

3.1

Binary Transformation Interoperability

Multi-model consistency preservation can be a achieved by combining binary transformations to graphs, with the transformations
being executed transitively. Since all binary transformations are
developed independently of each other, it is necessary that they
interoperate properly in a non-intrusive way, thus without the necessity for the developer to understand and modify them, which
we refer to as black-box combination.
Even under the assumption that, in contrast to our introductory
motivation, all specifications are free of contradictions, it is easy to
see that problems arise when combining binary transformations by
transitively executing them. For example, consider the relations in
Figure 1. If a component is added to the ADL, causing a UML class
creation due to R 1 , which in turn causes a Java class creation due to
R 2 , the transformation for relation R 3 does not know that an appropriate class was already created, if the transformations are treated
as black boxes. Consequently, the transformation will create the
same class again, which may override the existing one, depending
on the implementation and execution order. A simple solution for
this example would be to have all transformations use a common
trace model and check for existing elements before creating them
in a transformation. Nevertheless, independently developed transformations will usually not assume that other transformations may
already have created corresponding elements. Additionally, the
trace model must allow the transformation engine to retrieve transitive traces. However, it is unclear if transitive resolution of traces
can always be performed, as it can depend on whether the transitive
trace belongs the considered consistency relation or another.
As can be seen in the example, especially the correct handling of
trace information in interdependent transformations has to be researched. This applies not only to element creations, but also other
change types, such as attribute or reference changes, especially if
they are multi-valued. In our thesis, we will therefore apply transitively executed binary transformations in different case studies
to identify these and potential further problems. We then want to
come up with a catalog of such problems together with solution patterns for them. For example, to avoid duplicate element creations, a
simple pattern could be to always check for already existing traces
for that consistency relation in the transformations. In consequence,
the integration of those patterns into a transformation language or
the application of them as a transformation developer is supposed
to achieve black-box combinability of the transformations.

3.2
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compatibility between the transformations is not given. We present
already identified challenges in the following.
Compatibility Transformations preserve consistency, but also
have to be consistent among themselves, i.e., they have to adhere
to the same consistency relations, referred to as compatibility.
If, in our example in Figure 1, the relation R 3 between ADL and
Java is realized in addition to the transitive relation R 1 ⊕ R 2
over UML, both relations must contain the same name attribute
mapping. If the ADL to Java transformation adds an “Impl” suffix [21], whereas the transformations over UML omit that, they
are incompatible. This can lead to propagation cycles due to alternating values, and to results depending on the transformation
execution order. While compatibility concerns problems due to
the realization of contradictory consistency relations, interoperability concerns potentially unexpected behavior although all
transformations follow to the same consistency relations.
Modularity The development of different systems requires the
usage of different metamodels to describe them. Therefore, transformations should be modular, so that an arbitrary selection
of metamodels and transformations between them can be used
within a concrete project. If, in our example, transformations are
specified transitively across UML, it is impossible to use only the
ADL and Java in a concrete project, omitting the UML.
Comprehensibility Maintainability of artifacts, including transformations, depends on their comprehensibility. Comprehensibility can be seen as the number of transformations to consider if
a specific consistency relation shall be understood. Realizing consistency relations in transitive transformations can, for example,
reduce comprehensibility, as a developer has to consider a set of
transformations to understand a single consistency relation.
Evolvability Whenever new transformations shall be defined, e.g.
because a new metamodel shall be used and transformations
for it have to be defined, the effort should be as low as possible.
This concerns the number of transformations to define and how
many metamodels are involved in the transformations for one
consistency relation if it is expressed transitively.
We will focus on compatibility and modularity, as they are crucial
for the applicability of transformations. Defining binary transformations for a set of metamodels leads to a trade-off solution regarding
those challenges, as they cannot be solved simultaneously. The
intuitive way to define transformations is to express each relation
between two metamodels in one transformation, which leads to
a dense graph of transformations. In the extreme case, if all pairs
of metamodels have non-empty consistency relations, the graph is
complete, as shown in Figure 2a. In that case, modularity is high
because each metamodel can be excluded without any drawback,

Challenges and Topology Trade-Offs

Even if independently developed transformations are interoperable,
as discussed before, higher-level challenges remain when considering the way in which transformations express relations or occur if

(a) Dense graph

(b) Tree

Figure 2: Extreme examples for transformation topologies
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3.3

Decomposition of Consistency Relations

Defining a tree of transformations to preserve consistency between
multiple models is difficult, because of three metamodels there must
R3

R1
R2
R4

R5

R1 ⊆ R2 ⊕ R4
R3 ⊆ R2 ⊕ R5

R2
R4

R5

Figure 3: Reducing a consistency relation graph to a tree

R2

R3 ∪ R4

R1
C

R 4 ∩ (R 1 ⊕ R 2 ) = ∅
R4 ∩ R3 = ∅

Table 1: Challenge fulfillment by transformation topology

but relations are likely to be incompatible, as, in the worst case,
each relation is specified over (n − 1)! transformation paths if n
metamodels are involved. While comprehensibility is high, as each
relation is explicitly expressed, adding a metamodel requires to
define up to n − 1 transformations, implying high evolution effort.
Another extreme case is to have each consistency relation only
defined over a single path in the transformations graph, which
results in a tree of transformations, as shown in Figure 2b. In that
case, compatibility of transformations is inherently given, as each
relation is only defined once, but modularity is reduced, as only
metamodels being leaves can be omitted. Comprehensibility is low,
as each relation may be defined in a path of up to n − 1 transformations, but evolvability is rather good, as each relation must only be
defined once. We summarize that impact of the topology in Table 1.
A tree topology has the drawback that it is not always applicable.
It requires that the transformation developers find a subset of all
consistency relations between the metamodels that induces a tree
and whose transitive closure contains all other relations. In general,
such a subset cannot be found. Of three metamodels, there must
always be one containing the overlapping information of the two
others, as only then the transitive closure of two consistency relations subsumes the third. In the example in Figure 3, it is necessary
that two relations are contained in the transitive closure of the
others to get a tree that covers all relations.
In practice, the used topology will potentially be a mixture between those extremes. The natural way to foster the independent
development of transformations would be to define one transformation for each consistency relation, resulting in a dense graph with a
high potential for incompatible transformations. To deal with that,
mechanisms that analyze compatibility between transformations
could be researched. Nevertheless, high expressiveness of transformation languages allows only conservative approximations. In our
thesis, we will therefore investigate approaches that result in treelike specifications that directly imply compatibility between the
transformations, but with increased applicability and modularity.

A

R3 ⊆ R1 ⊕ R2

B

A

+

R2
C

A
B

R4

C

Figure 4: Exemplary decomposition of consistency relations

always be one containing all overlapping information of the two
others. It is easy to see that this is hardly applicable in practice.
Nevertheless, it may be sufficient to find subsets of independent
consistency relations, of which each induces such a tree, instead
of considering the whole set of relations between two metamodels.
For example, consider the relations in Figure 4. R 3 represents a
subset of the transitive relation R 1 ⊕ R 2 . In consequence, R 3 can
be omitted, but the remaining consistency relations still form a
graph. However, since R 4 is independent from the other relations,
it can be treated separately from the others, resulting in two trees
of independent consistency relations.
In our thesis, we will therefore analyze different case studies
for the existence of such independent consistency relations, which
allows to decompose them to independent trees. We will develop an
appropriate representation of consistency relations, which is more
sophisticated than the set notation used in this paper, and an analysis for independence of those relations. We will then investigate
how that can be integrated into existing, declarative transformation
languages. In consequence of that, we improve the applicability of
a tree-based specification of transformations.

3.4

Making Common Concepts Explicit

Based on the decomposition of consistency relations, we propose
another approach to achieve a tree structure of transformations,
which inherently optimizes modularity. The idea bases on the insight that we can distinguish two kinds of consistency relations:
Descriptive consistency relations are “naturally” given when
two metamodels represent common concepts redundantly or at
least with dependent properties. This is, for example, the case
for UML class models and Java realizing object orientation (OO).
Normative consistency relations prescribe consistency and do
not exist “naturally”. This is especially the case if metamodels
represent different abstractions or domains of a system, which
have no implicit relation, such as an ADL and Java.
While descriptive consistency relations between two metamodels
are usually definite, such as those between OO design in UML
and Java, normative consistency relations may vary depending on
the project context. For example, several possible relations can be
defined between an ADL and OO design, for example the realization
of each component as a class or as a complete project [21].
Transformations for descriptive consistency relations implicitly
encode the common concepts. Instead, we propose to make these
common concepts explicit in so-called concept metamodels (CMMs)
and define relations between them and the concrete metamodels.
We illustrate this in Figure 5. The descriptive consistency relation

Multi-model Consistency Preservation
R 1 ⊕ R 2 , (R 1 ⊕ R 2 ) ∩ R 3 , R 3

AB−
CMM

R6
R5

R4
A
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R1
descriptive

B

R2
normative

C

R4 ⊕ R5 = R1
R4 ⊕ R6 = R3
R5 ⊕ R6 = R2

R3
normative
Figure 5: Definition of a concept metamodel
R 1 is converted into a CMM for the metamodels A and B with
new relations R 4 and R 5 between the concrete metamodels and the
CMM. The existing normative consistency relations R 2 and R 3 to
metamodel C are replaced by a new relation R 6 to the CMM. The
CMM and its consistency relations have to be appropriately defined
to replace the original ones, as depicted in Figure 5. It will be part
of our research to figure out how to define such a CMM, so that
it can also be combined with other metamodels. While it basically
has to contain the common concepts of the metamodels sharing
a descriptive consistency relations, it may also need to contain
additional information depending on consistency relations to other
metamodels, which are not known a-priori.
This approach addresses all identified challenges and solves them
under the assumption that all consistency relations are described
using CMMs. We achieve inherent transformation compatibility by
avoiding more than one transformation path between two metamodels by design. Since metamodels are only coupled across CMMs
and thus represent leaves of the transformation tree, any subset of
them can be selected, maximizing modularity. Finally, we assume
that making common concepts explicit improves comprehensibility.
The most crucial part of this approach is the necessity to build a
tree of CMMs. This will not be possible if always considering whole
metamodels and their relations, but can be possible if independent
concepts are extracted to be treated individually. For that, we will
apply our findings on consistency relation decomposition (see Section 3.3). Additionally, the approach specifically aims to improve
the specification of transformations for descriptive relations. In
consequence, it must be combined with transformations expressing
the normative relations between CMMs and other metamodels.

4

STATUS AND PLANNED EVALUATION

We base our studies on the work of Kramer [19] and its languages
for binary consistency preservation, integrated into the Vitruvius
framework1 [17]. They allow to define unidirectional and imperative, as well as bidirectional and declarative consistency-preserving
transformations and a seamless integration of both. Additionally,
Kramer defined several transformations for his evaluation, which
we recently extended to an extensive set of transformations for
component-based, object-oriented software ensuring pairwise consistency between Java code, UML class and component models, and
instances of the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [36], an ADL.
We started to identify problems arising from the black-box combination of binary transformations using the above mentioned
1 http://vitruv.tools

transformations. We currently develop solution patterns to allow
the generic black-box combination of transformations and apply
them to that study. We aim to present a classification of occurring problems and our solution pattern catalog at the International
Conference on Model Transformations (ICMT) 2019.
We will also use the case study to investigate the decomposition
of consistency relations. For example, on a top level, functional
concepts shared between PCM and Java have to be seperated from
structural concepts shared between the ADLs and the OO metamodels, which can further be divided into different OO concepts
shared between programming languages. Regarding our approach
for defining CMMs, we developed a prototypical language that
supports their definition [11]. It serves as a proof-of-concept with
limited expressiveness, but has already shown the applicability to
exemplary relations of the four metamodels of the above mentioned
study. After extending the approach and finalizing the language,
we aim to apply it to the decomposed relations of the study. This
allows us to get initial results on the general applicability of the
approaches for decomposition and CMM definitions. We plan to
present our results on that at MODELS conference 2019.
To evaluate the generality of our approaches, the pattern catalog,
the decomposition concept and CMMs, we will conduct case studies on two additional application domains: embedded automotive
software [30, 31], using the metamodels SysML [33], Amalthea [45]
and a simplified version of ASCET [10], and production system
development [1], based on the AutomationML [13] metamodels
CAEX, PLCOpen and Collada. We will perform different kinds of
evaluation [5, p. 15]: We will analyze the applicability by conducting
usage scenarios that we will extract from the histories of existing
projects to evaluate if the approaches produce valid and consistent
model states. To show the benefit of using CMMs with decomposed
consistency relations, we will compare our baseline, the results of
the combination of binary transformation for investigating transformation interoperability, with those of the CMM approach.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have motivated the necessity to research multimodel consistency preservation based on the combination of binary model transformations. We identified two essential problems
arising from transformation combination: interoperability and specification trade-offs. In our proposed thesis, we will contribute to
theory by identifying common interoperability issues and by developing systematic solutions to ensure general interoperability of
transformations. We will also discuss challenges to deal with when
combining binary transformations and provide an approach for reducing the necessity to develop trade-off solutions regarding them.
This will be based on the decomposition of consistency relations
and the explicit specification of common concepts.
We will contribute to practice by delivering a pattern catalog
for achieving transformation interoperability that can be used by
transformation developers as well as language developers. We will
also come up with a specialized language for specifying concept
metamodels (CMMs) to make consistency relations explicit. Finally,
we will deliver transformations for the consistency relations of the
metamodels from our evaluation case studies, which can be readily
applied in practical projects.
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